
7.4  (Jim Hornor)  The reflections, composition, photographs and storytelling make this a 
excellent response to the exercise.  Photos from the field can be of pretty poor quality yet 
still serve a vital mnemonic and communication function for a researcher.  High quality 
photos, however, made with strategic decisions regarding poses, lighting, framing and the 
like, can elicit a reaction from us that is an invaluable aid to our role as storytellers.  They 
can quickly bring the reader well into our frame of mind and offer different, additional 
evidence as to the claims we wish to make.  There are some great examples of this here. 
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Jim Hornor

10.13.09

11:20 am - 12:20 am

Lincoln Park Zoo, 

Regenstein Center 

Focus on the environment of the same animal you studied last week. Create a spacio-temporal 
map of how the environment is used by all of its inhabitants. Create quadrants or other topo-
graphical techniques to break down space into roughly comparable units. Observe and track 
movement through the space to see how it is used. Note timing, sequences, and durations 
of occupancy. May be helpful to note activities individuals are engaged in at each data point. 
Watch how space itself constrains the possibilities of how individuals use and move through it.

This week entering the space there was one thing I noticed immediately: kids. Lots of them. 
In generally I don’t mind kids, but when they are 10+ of them all screaming at the top of their 
lungs, that tends to put one on edge. 

Other than the kids, there were also quite a few zoo staff observing the enclosure today as 
well. There were two researchers, one with a pda the other with a touch-screen tablet, record-
ing information. Lastly there was a staff member who may have been a keeper of some sort but 
it wasn’t clear. She had a walky talky and was very knowledgeable. She had a video recorder in 
her hand, but I never saw her use it. She was able to answer a few questions I had during my 
observation. 

The last change to the observing environment was that a partition had been put up on the far 
right side of the viewing area. Behind it people were meeting in front of a large flat screen tele-
vision receiving some sort of presentation. Because of this I was only able to view the enclosure 
from the front side.

In terms of the internal environment, a major change had also taken place. Their access to the 
outdoors had been shut off. A staff member explained this happens when it gets below 35. 
They are particularly careful because there is a juvenile in the troop who tend to be more sensi-
tive to temperature change. 

Week 6: Power

I. Assignment

II. The stage
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III. Observations

For this first period of observation the troop was largely static. They seemed to be in a resting 
period. With an eye towards power relationships, it seems that resting periods are possible 
because all individuals are in a position that is non-challenging to any sort of power dynamics. 

11:20 am - 11:20 am

Amare: laying with kowali

Bulera: laying on front nest platform

Kowali: laying with amare

Kwan: laying on ground

Madini: moved to right platform and laid 
down on back

Before getting to the details of the observation, its important to explain the assumptions I have 
around the power dynamics of the troop based on my previous observations. 

The troop is led by Kwan who is the silver back. He is the dominant member which is shown by 
the way in which all other members a subservient to his desires. For example, if he moves into 
a space they leave. Furthermore non of the troop members seem to seek out physical contact 
from him and actually avoid being in his strike range. Physical contact does happen such as 
when he has been seen charging and swatting Madini. Non-aggresive contact has also been 
seen between Kwan and Kowali. It is softer, more caring giving it an intimate feeling. These 
interactions have not been witnessed often and are brief.

Next in the hierarchy is Kowali who appears to be the dominant female. This is likely due to her 
age and that she is Amare’s mother. Of the females she appears least concerned with Kwan.

The lowest in the troop are Madini and Bulera the two younger females. They give Kwan a 
large breadth. Bulera is more of a loner, actively moving away from other troop members and 
often preferring to be by herself on the front nest ledge. Madini moves around more and may 
be testing the limits a bit. It was between her and Kowali that an altercation almost took place. 
I am not sure if she does indeed push the boundaries or not. But it is a hunch I have.

Lastly is Amare. It is unclear exactly what his place is in the power balance. He is the only 
juvenile and is the son of the two dominant members. He often has intimate physical contact 
with Kowali. He also seems to intentionally get closer to Kwan than the other members are 
willing to do, but he still doesn’t touch him. He has been seen in intimate contact with Kowali 
and playing with Madini. 
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The lower ranking members, Bulera and Madini, tend to rest off the ground on either nest 
ledges or platforms as they were during this observation. They also appear to keep their heads 
oriented so they can have a view towards the space as is demonstrated in the pictures above.

In contrast, Kwan and Kowali tend to rest on the ground  or in a hammock in Kowali’s case. The 
only exception was last week when Kwan rested on the left platform. Amare tends to only truly 
rest when he is with Kowali, although he tends to sit and watch off the ground either in the tree 
or one of the hammocks.

When thinking of why each individual tends to rest in these areas, the only thing I could really 
think of as different is level and surface area. The dominant members rest where there is larger 
amounts of space, like the ground or large platforms. Lower ranking members appear to rest 
on the smaller platforms that are all elevated from the ground, namely the nest platforms. I’m 
also not sure if the resting off the ground also has something to do with safety as being off the 
ground in the wild would be safer than resting on the ground. But, I have no idea if that is the 
case or not. 

Lower ranking members, mainly Madini, have also been seen resting on the ground but in 
corners. Kwan is the only one who has been seen laying out in the open on the ground. Again, 
unclear if this is about power, protecting the troop, or both.
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11:31am

Amare: laying with kowali

Bulera: laying on front nest platform

Kowali: laying with amare

Kwan: laying on ground

Madini: laying on right platform

All individuals are still in the same positions, but a shift happened between Kowali and Amare.

They began laying with Kowali towards the glass and Amare away with both facing towards 
one another. Kowali then sat up and Amare clung to her underside by grabbing fist fulls of her 
fur with his hands. She then shifted over to the right and laid back down effectively switching 
their positions. Amare now has his back to the glass she Kowali had her back to the enclosure.

This appeared to be an instance of one individual disrupting another which would indiciate 
that Kowali has more power in their relationship. Furthermore, this didn’t seem to be a 
challenge as Amare was largely unphased. He barely woke up and just clung her underside as 
she shifted positions.
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11:45 am

Amare

Bulera

Kowali

Kwan

Madini

Kwan gets up and crosses into center of space. Almost simultaneously Bulera gets up and 
moves to left platform looking around. Madini also moves from right platform across the tree 
and to the small tree in the lack left corner. Kowali gets up and moves to beside large tree. 
Madini pees while still in the tree. Bulera moves up the front of the grate on the keeper area 
looking in and then continues up to platform.

Kowali moves to grate at front side of keeper area. Bulera moves down the platform and over 
to the large grate wall at the front end of the enclosure. Simultaneous to this, Kwan moves to 
grate on far side of left keeper area. Madini moves back up across large tree and over to right 
platform where she hangs on the grate there.

At this point I began to see the keepers moving into view at each grate with bottles of what 
I found out was juice. I asked the staff member who was observing what they were giving 
them and she said it was “juice time” and that they do this from time to time as part of their 
training. I then asked if these were the designated spots for each of the members and she said 
yes. After being given juice Amare, Kowali and Kwan were also given some food items like 
tomatoes and some kind of vegetable. I didn’t see if Medini and Bulera got food, if they did it 
was very fast and a small amount.

What seemed relevant in regards to power were a couple of things:

To begin with modes of locomotion were different. Bulera and Madini, the lower status 
members moved across the space almost exclusively in the air. While Kwan, Kowali, and Amare 
all moved exclusively on the ground. The space facilitates this by having enough structures at a 
high level to allow traversing the space off the ground.

Next the act of the keepers splitting the troop up for the juice session in itself is telling. It 
effectively isolated all the members from each other, except for Kowali and Amare who ate 
and drank together. My guess is that this is necessary so that all individuals can get juice (or 
medicine if that is what is being administered) with out having to deal with the troop power 
hierarchy. 
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11:45 am cont. - Juice Time
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11:45 am

Amare

Bulera

Kowali

Kwan

Madini

Because Bulera and Medini did not appear to receive food, they were done fast than the other, 
but they responded in very different ways. 

Bulera climbed up the grate, where she received her juice and onto the small ledge along the 
pane of the glass. She then sat there with her back to the glass looking into the enclosure.

Madini on the other hand crossed to the furthest limb of the big tree and sat watching Kwan. 
She appeared to be waiting for him to move out of his space. This lasted for three minutes 
until Kwan vacated his spot to cross to the other side of the keeper area. As soon as he was 
clear of the area Madini dropped to the ground and sat on the stump in the corner. This was 
surprising as I had figured she was waiting to get food scraps Kwan had maybe dropped, but 
it seems instead she just wanted to be in the space he was just occupying and also to look into 
the keeper area and check to see if they were still present. In a way I think this may support my 
inclination that Madini is more active in regards to exploring power relationships than Bulera. 
While Madini wanted directly to be in the space the most dominate member was in, Bulera 
went up on the high frame ledge and sat.

When Kwan moved to the other side of the enclosure, Amare and Kowali moved away from the 
grate. Kwan then sat down and picked up pieces of left over food on the ground and ate them. 
Kowali moved the furthest away at about 10 feet. Amare sat between the two about 4 feet from 
Kwan. This was a clear demonstration of Kwan’s dominance, but it was also very interesting that 
Amare sat closer and Kowali moved the furthest away. It still unclear exactly what Amare’s place 
is, but that fact that he feels ok being closer to Kwan makes me think that he is in some way 
allowed to be that close.
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11:45 am

Madini on log after Kwan vacated the area

While not great quality, this picture shows the difference in distance Kowali and Amare have 
from Kwan.
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11:58 am - 12:05 pm

Kwan

Madini

1

3 4

2

1. Kwan moves to sit on small log. Madini exits nearby corner and moves to beside tree 
looking in Kwan’s direction for about 10 seconds. She moves behind large overturned log. 
She lays down on the ground.

2. Kwan moves toward to the stump at the front of the enclosure and Madini gets up moving 
to beside large tree. She stands pushing around wood chips with fingers although she 
doesn’t pick any food up. 

3. Kwan charges by right side of tree causing Madini to move quicly under a nearby log and 
behind the stump on the back side of the keeper area

4. After roughly 2 minutes Kwan moves at a regular pace to log near the keeper area. He sits 
for 5 seconds before charging towards Madini again. Madini quickly moves out of corner 
and behind the stump by the glass at the front of the enclosure
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12:05 pm - 12:07(ish) pm

Kwan

Madini

5 6

5. Kwan moves at a normal pace to the log to the right of the keeper area. Madini moves 
about 4 ft further away and pokes at wood chips.

6. Madini crosses to behind large log and sits for a few minutes before laying down.

The above sequence appeared to be a display of power. I did not witness Madini doing 
anything to provoke Kwan at all as the sequence began when she was lying down behing the 
large stump resting. This is not the first time I have seen Kwan charge Madini. I am not sure if 
this is just an act of showing dominance and would happen to any low status femaile nearby, 
or if it Madini in particular. There is really no other comparison to make since Bulera seems to 
avoid everyone and spend most of her time alone off the ground. Also, the only other troop 
members aren’t as low a status as Madini. It remains unclear if Madini  experiments with/tests 
the power boundaries or if she is just picked on. If it is the former then it must be something 
she does regularly as she was not doing anything but laying on the ground at the time of this 
sequence. It also didn’t seem to be about the spot she was laying in as she returned there at 
the end and Kwan left her alone.

In terms of space use, Madini seemed to be keeping an object of some sort between herself 
and Kwan at all times. Especially when right after the two times he charged her.
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A close up of Madini’s face right after the altercation with Kwan. Its hard not to project 
emotions on her. She just seemed really sad and bullied. But clearly have no idea what she was 
really feeling.

Madini laying in corner behind log resting after altercation with Kwan.
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12:18 pm

Amare

Bulera

Kowali

Kwan

Madini

Bulera drop down from perch on frame of window. She picks up a few food pellets from the 
ground as she moves to small log on far side of keeper area. NO ONE MOVES.

The fact that no one moved indicated how low her status actually is. The other individuals who 
were nearby didn’t so much as shift position even though she passed relatively close by to 
them.

In summary, the power relationships in the troops seemed to be in line with my previous 
assumptions. Kwan is the dominant member and gets to go where he wants when he wants. 
He also displays his dominance through aggressive displays such as the one with Madini.

Kowali is next in line. She still moves for Kwan, but only Kwan.

Amare’s place is still a little unclear. He has more of a breadth with Kwan in that he gets much 
closer than other members but still doesn’t touch him.

Madini is low status in the troop and is either a trouble maker or she gets picked on or maybe 
both. Its unclear.

Bulera appears is the other low status member but stays out of trouble by isolating herself a 
majority of the time.

In terms of space use (which is more the other assignment but I couldn’t help but think about 
it!), there seem to be elements through out the space that help support the hierarchy of the 
troop. First off, there are places to hide. Low status individuals can stay off the ground, get 
behind logs, find corners. They have places to go to be out of the way. They are able to move 
across the space with out touching the ground. But, the most real estate is on the ground 
which gives Kwan a solid domain. He does not move as quickly over things in the air as the 
others gorillas do. So its important a majority of the real estate be on the ground. 

Also, there are enough places spaced far enough apart that all members can have a place and 
not be encroaching on each other.

IV. Summary
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This week was very interesting. It was really fascinating to look at their interaction solely 
through the lens of power dynamics. To see how all their relations to one another have an 
aspect of power to them. 

It was a relief not to have to be so diligent about the time keeping. It felt like I could take time 
to notice more. To think. That was nice.

I also wrote my notes up within a few days of the observation which helped a lot. The details 
were easier to recall. If only my schedule worked out this well all the time!

My field notes are taking me ages to write up. I’m not sure if this is because I am also messing 
with all of the diagrams and pictures, or if writing field notes just takes a while. Probably a mix 
of both. 

Lastly,in terms of what I would change to mess up the hierarchy the most? I would make a 
majority of the real estate in the air where Kwan couldn’t move very fast. I would also create 
large portion of the space that he couldn’t access because of his size. It would be in these 
areas that lots of food and bedding would be found. 

V. Reflection
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